Bringing enterprise class backup, and various cloud storage options, to those seeking standardized corporate data protection services for their Salesforce data is now possible with UNIVERGE BLUE® BACKUP for Salesforce.

Expanding the enterprise class UNIVERGE BLUE BACKUP and RECOVER family of services, NEC has added Salesforce specific backup capability with the addition of Salesforce specific backup agents. This allows organizations to consolidate and protect all data at the enterprise level. Not only is Salesforce Customer Relationship Management (CRM) content backed up, but through the advanced agent this comprehensive service includes the backup and protection of all Salesforce data including standard and custom objects, documents, attachments, and Salesforce files and metadata.

NEC UNIVERGE BLUE BACKUP and RECOVER for Salesforce ensures that not only is Salesforce data protected, it ensures consistent corporate compliance through standardization and simplifies the organization’s overall backup and recovery processes. Additionally, through UNIVERGE BLUE BACKUP and RECOVER, organizations can migrate their Salesforce data through the UNIVERGE BLUE BACKUP Command Portal to restore the data to a local file system, database, or to another Salesforce instance as needed in a controlled corporate compliance environment.

**KEY UNIVERGE BLUE BACKUP FOR SALESFORCE FEATURES**

- Backup Salesforce data to highly secure off premises encrypted data.
- Ability to restore Salesforce data to various media and database formats.
- Schedule backups to automatically run at required intervals to ensure the latest copy is protected and corporate compliance requirements are met.
- If an accidental deletion or a user account hack occurs, restore from the latest backup copy to file systems, a local database, or to Salesforce.
- Ensures that Salesforce data is consolidated into the organization’s Backup Policy and reported through standardized corporate policies.
KEY NEC BACKUP MANAGED SERVICES FEATURES
Beyond traditional backup storage, NEC’s UNIVERGE BLUE BACKUP suite of services simplifies and protects data by consolidating all server, application, client, and now Salesforce data to a unified environment optimizing and redeploying services in a predictable and compliant manner – providing a better, more secure way to work!

NEC’s UNIVERGE BLUE BACKUP and RECOVER is built around award winning1 NEC HYDRAstor® storage technology, industry leading2 CommVault® backup software, Iron Mountain® datacenters, and is complemented with daily reports and 7x24x365 monitoring. BACKUP, now including Salesforce users, are constantly monitored with portal access to reports and service level data.

UNIVERGE BLUE BACKUP is a perfect solution for highly regulated industries and meets the demanding FCC, HIPAA, FINRA, CCPA, GDPR and other industry regulations.

SOME OF THE GREAT THINGS ABOUT NEC’S UNIVERGE BLUE BACKUP
› Architected Using NEC’s Own Storage Technology
› Housed in Highly Compliant Data Centers
› Managed with Industry Leading Backup Software
› Flexible NEC ‘On & Off Premises’ Storage Combinations
› Portal Access for Daily Reports & Self-Service Options
› Disaster Recovery and Tape Restoration Options

RECOVER FASTER
Salesforce and corporate data are securely stored offsite and can be quickly recovered by reloading lost data back onto company servers. This frees up time for the company staff to focus on their core business and not countless hours backing up and maintaining a physical infrastructure.

BE SCALABLE AND FLEXIBLE
Customers will never worry about having to purchase additional storage as their company grows. With the flexibility to backup between datacenters with an on-premises or cloud solution, NEC delivers backup strategies that also scales with the customer’s evolving needs.

2 https://www.commvault.com/itleaders